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Abstract. The aim of this article is to show that search engine literacy (SEL) can be connected as a transliteracy to digital literacy and information literacy. SEL allows a better understanding of the relationship between information retrieval and technical systems. We show here that teaching Search Engine Optimization (SEO) can be a part of SEL.
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1 Introduction

If SEO (search engine optimization) is well known, the aim of his article is to show that people’s search engine literacy is often very poor. As a professor, I ask my freshmen students every year if they can explain how Google works and how it ranks websites. Not one of my student can answer this question. This is particularly disturbing because my students want to work with information or communication systems. Moreover it demonstrates the failure of their previous education, which should have given them the key to understanding how the main search engines operate.

Many studies have shown that students have great confidence in the results given by Google [1] [2], but they do not develop any critical thinking about its ranking methods.

Moreover, the younger generation is not the only one which does not understand how Google works and how google makes money. In a study of seniors and digital health literacy [3], we have shown that Google was the first tool used to access information on the web (92%). But the design of results is not totally understood by these older users, who very often cannot make the distinction between ‘natural search results’ and ads [4]. At the end of this study, we developed an application to help users to evaluate their level of digital health literacy. The results show that the level of health literacy was better than the level of digital literacy because more than 70% of the respondents did not know how Google works.

1 http://www.megatopie.info/testor/enquete.html?e=19
The aim of this article is to consider search engine literacy (SEL) as an essential part of transliteracy [5]. In fact, search engines like Google are a new kind of media, and major players in information retrieval. Search engine literacy offers the possibility to study the operating mode of Google and to study algorithms from a different perspective from mathematical or computer science approaches.

This literacy cannot be only grounded on good practices in the use of Google, like the demonstration of advanced research based on a simple search literacy [6] (Wilson et al., 2016). The project of Search engine literacy is more ambitious and calls for a new pedagogy of Google. Later in this article we report on some results of an experiment with our students during a SEO course.

This literacy is a good starting point for explaining the history of the web and the development of a digital and information culture. This is a good method for understanding data literacy and the methods of data treatment. Search engine literacy makes the link between information literacy and data literacy too.

Methodology
This article wants to show the importance of SEL and the relationship with information literacy and culture of information. We want to show here the basis of SEL. This is an exploratory project based on many years of teaching SEO with students in a French i-school. We show here also a project of a French teacher-librarian Florian Reynaud who develops a specific tool to explain search engines.

2 A new literacy?

2.1 The search engine tradition

SEL is not a totally new literacy. We need to consider older tools for information retrieval before the success of search engines like Google. We think about bibliographic systems, index systems, card systems (like the Repertoire bibliographique universelle of Paul Otlet) and other incredible tools like the machine of Emanuel Goldberg [7]. Our ways of searching for information have always been connected with technologies. We always need to imagine sophisticated systems to retrieve information and to satisfy the extent of our information needs. Among these original devices, we think of Jean Hautfuney and the creation of the index of the Speculum Historiale written by Jean de Beauvais [8]. That was the beginning of the tradition of indexes and tools for information retrieval (statim invenire). After bibliographies and index cards, a new kind of index was created by the Belgian Paul Otlet: the index of all printed documents [9]. It was the ‘Google of paper’ [9]. We are not in the first age of information, and search engines are not the first generation of ‘knowledge machines’ [6]. In our age of information, the novelty lies in the computational nature of a search engine's features, which operate on automatic indexing and automated language processing. Nevertheless, it is not impossible to
develop historical knowledge of the operating mode of search engines. If learning the
information search process requires knowledge of the basic uses of search engines, an
ambitious literacy should, rather, involve understanding how they work. That means
understanding the context that led to the emergence of Google, in particular the period
when leaders like Alta Vista saw a degradation in the quality of their results. Web
metadata had been polluted by spam keywords. Pornographic keywords and the name
of Pamela Anderson³ were used by webmasters to increase their traffic.

The logic is therefore to find a way to grant credit to a resource listed by its URL. The
choice made by Sergey Brin and Larry Page was to base their classification algorithm
on the importance of references. They chose to build a citation index of the web. This
logic was not new, it comes mainly from the work of scientometrics especially that of
Garfield, Pritchard and Nalimov. Google belongs to a documentary tradition based on
citation logic and on bibliographic methods originally focused on the study of
bibliographic references from journals. However the corpus is different since the web
is no longer a web of documents for researchers, but a collection of disparate websites.
The simplicity and clean interface of Google conceal a complexity that is not
understood by users.

2.2 Search engine literacy and the other literacies

SEL is not a totally new literacy and even less is it disconnected from other literacies
that involve information skills on the web. SEL can be considered as a transliteracy
that mobilises information skills, digital skills and communication skills.
It is therefore not a separated literacy but rather a literacy that is potentially part of
training plans either on the side of information literacy or on the side of digital
literacy. It can thus be perfectly described as a transliteracy that makes the link
between the two literacies. SEL is also a communication and media literacy. Indeed,
we should think of the search engine as a mediation tool that influences content. The
evolution of Google makes it a medium in its own right. We find ourselves here
aligning with discourses around new media literacies [10].
The challenge is clearly to understand the articulations between content and media.

Search engine literacy allows the link with a citizen conception of information literacy
[11], which is precisely a culture of information [12]. This cultural approach implies
going beyond good practices to develop a wider and more sustainable knowledge by
teaching information and digital concepts. This means better ability to understand the
tools used and their foundations. It is also a better cognition and recognition of the
 technique as part of culture [13][14]. This implies, therefore, the need to learn the
history of the web and the evolution of search engines.

3 SEO as a strategy of SEL

The challenge is to consider a didactic perspective in teaching search engines, to overcome the “black box” effect, and especially to be able to analyse the results or even criticise them. Indeed, the algorithmic system of search engines relies on computational logic, rather than on logic of analysis. This explains why some research results are disturbed by the high ranking of bad websites with fake news and which are far from the historical truth. For example, a Google search about the historians of the shoah puts forward some negationist websites. This means information literacy must evolve to integrate more and more digital skills. Search engines hide a complexity with a simple interface but the aim is to open the ‘black box’ following the advice of Johanna Drucker about the necessity to examine the framework:

_A frame can extend, intensify, connect, embed, juxtapose, or otherwise modify another frame and perception. The terminology is spatial and dynamic. It describes cognitive processes, not simple actions of an autonomous user, but codependent relations of user and system. In invoking frame analysis as part of the diagrammatic model of interpretation, we have moved from a traditional discussion of graphical formats as elements of a mise en page to a sense that we are involved with a mise en scène or système. This puts us on the threshold of interface and a theory of constructivist processes that constitute the interface as a site of such cognitive relations. Interface is not a thing, but a zone of affordances organized to support and provoke activities and behaviors probabilistically. [15, p.7]_

3.1 Learning SEO as a core skill for Informationschools

One of the ways to better understand the way search engines work, and especially their ranking methods, is to look at it from an SEO perspective. Students can better understand the key elements used by google (title markup, domain names, keywords), the page rank and the choices of weighting used in the algorithm.

The observations were made during a course of SEO in a small I-school in France in Bordeaux in DUT Information numérique dans les organisations 4(digital information in organizations) where we train students for two years. SEO is just a course, which is connected with other courses like metadata history and taxonomies, and markup languages like html and xml. Search engine literacy needs to be connected to many other elements if we want to place it as core content in an I-school curriculum. We can list some essential content:

- The constitution of an index
- History of indexes

4 http://www.infonumbordeaux.fr/
- Metadata history, systems and languages
- Human indexing and automatic indexing
- Crawl methods and bots
- Web directories versus Search engines
- Distinction between natural indexing and advertising indexing
- Scientometrics and page rank
- Algorithm and weighting of criteria
- Keyword optimization
- Communication strategies and SEO
- Ethics and search engines
- Personal Data and filter bubbles.

For three years we have experimented with having an SEO contest between groups of students as part of the course. The aim is for them to imagine they are content producers. It is also to apply the SEO methods they have learnt about, to try to place their sites or contents top of the hit list on Google. Each year, the choice is based on a request where there are almost no results so that the student productions can best be placed in the first results. The aim of the approach is certainly to be trained in SEO, but the objective is also to pursue the process of training in information retrieval by placing the students on the side of content producers. SEL makes it possible to consider both sides of the information, at the level of the search and also at the level of its production. It makes it easier for students to judge bias in search engines. The principle of motivating students through a logic of challenge or competition also shows that even if search engines avoid too much optimization, search engines’ ranking methods differ from a human analysis as regards checking content quality. Therefore, dual training in information retrieval methods and SEO strategies makes it possible to go further in detecting content which is rubbish”. In French, we use ‘évaluation de l’information’ to describe the analysis of bad contents and the work which allows one to distinguish good contents and relevant websites.

If this type of course seems essential for an I-School education, it is advisable to extend it earlier on. Without necessarily training in SEO, we could teach how search engines work, especially Google, in an educational perspective.

3.2 Search engine pedagogy

Several hypotheses can be envisaged, and are also tested by French colleagues who are teacher-librarians (called in French professeurs-documentalistes) with their students, to show them how research results are linked to the constitution of an index. Tools such as Google custom search can be used to create thematic engines, but you

---

5 ID Base. Fiches pédagogiques à l’usage des professeurs documentalistes. 
<http://idbase.esmeree.fr/>
can also rely on specific engines. A webfinder simulation\(^6\) is proposed by professeur-documentaliste Florian Reynaud in order to be able to use it in class with students. The device makes it possible to understand the steps of classification and how results are ranked. The methods of automatic processing are also explained. It enables understanding of the criteria for ranking information according to the principles of relevance (number of occurrences in connexion to the request), popularity (number of visits), and notoriety (number of links). This also helps learners to understand what an algorithm is with a weighting system.

---

**WebFinder, a tool to understand search engines methods of ranking**

SEL pedagogy is an important step for information literacy which can show the complexity of the devices and goes beyond the simple satisfaction of an information need.

---

**Conclusion**

The description of a culture of information for citizens requires a better knowledge of the information retrieval processes and the tools used. SEL can’t be considered as a specific literacy. It’s a kind of transliteracy and it needs to be connected with information literacy. SEL show the evolution of the methods of teaching information literacy with the will to explain how search engines work and not only the best practices to use them.

---

\(^6\) [https://iddocs.fr/webfinder/](https://iddocs.fr/webfinder/)
Better understanding of search engines, especially through examination of the criteria used for ranking websites, is an important step in the democratization of the search engine and especially Google. It also gives users the means to know when to use Google and when to favour other search methods. Google does not want to publish their algorithm because the firm pretends to protect the truth and to avoid too much SEO optimization. This position shows, too, the will to protect a business model. The democratization of Google appears difficult in this model if the users are not well trained and cannot understand the strength and the weakness of such a model. Training students can be the way to imagine that other kind of search engines could be invented in the next years. Creating an open index [16] of the web could allow alternate models.
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